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Abstract. Finite semigroups of n by n natriccs over the naturals are characterized both by 
algebraic and combinatoYia1 methods. Next we show that the cardinality of a finite semigroup S of 
n by n matrices over a field is bounded by a function depending only on n, the number of 
generators of S and the maximum cardinality of its subgroups. As d consequence, given n and k, 
there exist, up to isomorphism, only a finite number of finite semigro+s of n by n matrices over 
the rationals, generated by at most k elements. Among other applications to Automaton Theory, 
we show that it is decidable whether the behilvior of a given N - z automaton is bounded. 
1. Introduction 
The results in this paper originated from the investigation of the following 
question in Automaton Theory: Is it decidable whether the behavior of a given 
N - z‘ automaton is bounded? This is answered affirmatively and it leads to the 
study of finite semigroups of matrices over the naturals. After obtaining effective 
characterizations of these semigroup s, we investigate finite semigroups of matrices 
over a field. This enables us to generalize, to matrices over the rationals, one of the 
, 
results obtained earlier. 
If K is a semiring [2, p. 1221 we denote by M,(K) the multiplicative monoid of II 
by n matrices over K, matrix multiplication being defined as usual. We will refer to 
the semiring N of natural numbers and the semiring NZ = (0,1,2} C N, with 
operations a @b =min{a+b,2} and sob = min{ab, 2). Let !P : M,,(N)+ M,( 
be the monoid morphism given by (AV), = min{A+2} and let L denote the set 
inclusion c : M,( 2)-, M,(N). An element a of & semigroup is torsion if a p = a 9 for 
some naturals p C 4. A torsion semigroup is one in which every element is torsion. 
We denote by the fields of rational and complex numbers respectively. 
Our main results can be stated as follows. 
4 fit2t:dy generated subsemigroup S of 
A E W, if A is idempotent then AG is torsion. 
) is finite iff for all 
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An algebraic proof of Theorem 1.1 is given in Section 2. We also present a 
combinatorial proof of a much stronger version of Theorem 1 .l, which gives an 
upper bound on the cardinality of S, depending only on n and the number of 
generators of S (Theorem 2.85. The existence of this upper bound raises the 
question whether it also exists for other semirings. In this direction we prove the 
following t$~,70 resuits, in Sections 3 and 4 respectively. 
. There exists a function f : such that, for a field F, if S is a finite 
subsentigroup of M,,(F), generated by k of its elements, and the subgroups of S have 
cardinakity at most g, then S has cardinality at most f (n, k, g). 
Theorem 1.2 implies the existence of a function f’, such that any finite 
subsermigroup !T of M,,(F), generated by k of its elements, contains a subgroup of 
cardinality at least f’(l S I, n, k j. Note the similarity between this and Jordan’s 
theorem [1, Theorem 36.13, p. 2581 establishing the existence of a function t(n), 
such that every finite subgroup of GL(n, ) contains an abelian normal subgroup of 
index at most a(n j_ For the field we have an even stronger result: 
3. Given naturals n and k, there exist, up to semigroup isomorphism, only 
a finite number of finite subse.m&roups of M,, ( ), generated by at most k elements. 
Finally, in Section 5 we give applications of these results to Automaton Theory, 
irst, we give an algebraic proof of ‘Theorem 1 .l, based on a generalization [6] of 
the classical result of Schur on torsion groups of matrices over the complex 
numbers: 
cNaughton and Zalcstein). Every torsion semigroup of n by n 
rna~rices otter a fie is locally finite. 
iring of polynomials over x, with toe 
be matrices in 
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for all m z= 0, x])andALY( is torsion, there exists 
a k, such that AZ s k for all m, r an e claim that the family 
polynomials is finite. Indeed, if this is not the case, then, since 
polynomials have coefficients , the family {A Ly ( ii)} is unboun&d, which is a 
contradiction. It follow!: that is torsion, hence so is ij l )a 
e c .@orsion semigroup and let y : 
sy idempotent implies that s is torsion. en S is torsion. 
2t x E S. Since P is torsion, (xy is idempotent for some m, hence x m is 
mypothesis and thus, so is x. 
is torsion by Lemma 2.2. Conversely, assume that S satisfies the 
aim that for all A in S, A!P idempotent implies that A is torsion. 
ypothesis, A!+!% is to , and since A = A?JQP, the claim 
a 2.2. Thus, since M,, is finite, it is to n, and from Lemma 
2.3, S is also torsion. Tine result now follows from Theorem 2.1, considering our 
matrices over the nat rals as being over the rationals. 0 
Xow we give. a combinatorial proof of a stronger version of Theorem 1 .I. This 
will use a classical result of Ramsey [T]. 
(Ramsey). Giom naturals nt 2 2, and n :: k 2 1, there exists G mtural 
such that for every set cardinality at least 
e cardinality k subsets ! m blocks, there exists a subset Yof 
nclity n, such that all cardinality k sub.ssts of V belong to the same b,iock. 
torsion elements of 
) t is orsio 
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(b) GA contains neither a directed circuit with label at least 2, nor two distinct 
directed circuits joined by a path. 
(c) There exists a permutation matrix P, sue -“Ap has the block form (some 
blocks might be empty) 
where Btl and & are upper triangular with null diagonal, and l& is a permutation 
matrix. 
‘. (a) implies (b). A ssume that GA contains a circuit cp1 such that Tp 3 2. Let 
1 >O be the length of ?1 and let i be one of its vertices. Then, by Lemma 2.5: 
A$+Tp)‘a 2’ for all r, hence A is not torsion. Assume now that GA contains 
two distinct circuits 7’1 and T2 through vertices i and j respectively, and a path T3 
from i to j. Let lk be the length of Tk. It follows that for all m, there are at least m 
pairwise distinct walks, of the form Tr1’2T3TZmz11, of length ml,12 + 13, from i to j. 
Thus, by Lemma 2.5, A ~‘@‘~ 2 m ; hence A is not torsion. 
(b) imphes (6). We say that a strong component of GA is trivial if it contains no 
edges. Consider the following part%on of the vertex set of GA: 
Vz={iE : i belongs to a nontrivial strong component of GA} 
re exists a path from i to some vertex in Vz) 
et Gk denoi? the subgraph GA, induced by Vk (k = 1,2,3). It follows that 6, 
and Gf are acyclic, hence re exist total orders + and s3, on V, and V3 
respectively, such that for every edge (i,j) in Gk, i +j (k = 1,3). Thus, there exists 
a permutation rr of 
forahi,jE Vk, irr<jrr iff i<,j (k = 1,3), (2) 
, jEV,, if kc1 thenirr<jr. (3) 
urther, since no vertex in 
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Note that another proof of Lemma 2.2 can be obtained by using Lemma 2.6. 
Indeed, if A, B E &I,( ) are such that = B!P’, then GA satis es condition (b) iff 
GB does, hen&e A is torsion iff EI is. Another consequence is: 
.7. 1f.A EM,,( ) is torsion and AV is idempotent, then A 2 = A ‘, and 
tkre exists a permutation mntrix P, such thal P-‘AP has the block form (some blocks 
OCD 
[ I OIE, 0 0 0 
w!zere I is an identity matrix. 
uoE. Let P be a permutation matrix, such that P-‘AP has the form (1). Since A!P 
is idempotent, (P-‘AP)F =; (P-‘AP)‘!& and this implies ihat BI1 and Bs3 are null, 
and that B2* is an ; entity matrix. Hence P-‘AP has the form (4). Clearly 
ii’== A3.Cl 
Le. S be a subsemigroup of M,, (N), generated by k of its elements. 
following statements are equivalent : 
(a) S is finite. 
(b) For all A E S!?f, if A is idempotent then (AL)’ = (AL)~. 
(c) lSI~g(n9kJ h w erc g is a function depending only on n and k. 
roof. (a) implies i(b)- Since S is finite, it is torsion. Let A E SV be idempotent, 
and let B E S be such that B!P == A. Since A = A&, it follows that I39 = AM. 
Since B is tcbrsion. by Lemma 2.2 AL By Corollary 2.7, (A&l2 = (A#. 
(b) implies (c). Let m = 3”” = 1 & p = R(m,4,2) and g(n, k) = xP:i k’. 
Without’ loss of generality, we may assume that S is a monoid. Since S is generated 
by k of its elements, there is an epimorphism y : X* -+ S, where X * is 
monoid generate by a set X of cardinality k. Now we claim that if x E 
word of length 1 x 13 then there exists another word y, with 1 y I< 1 x 1, 
xy ,= y-y. It follows at xy= zy for some war z, such that 
ISIqD,k). e claim, let Y = 1 x 1 and Bet x 
e 2-subsets of (‘I, 2,. . ., r} i 
{i j} : i C j and (x,xi+, 0 l l +,)y 
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Thus, A = (yry@ = y&y25 = A’, i.e. A is an idempotent in SE By the hypothesis, 
(AL)* = (As)~, and by Corollary 2.7, there exists a permutation matrix P, such that 
P-‘(Ab)P has the block form (4). Since P and P-’ are permutation matrices, it 
follows from (5) that P”AcP = (P-‘ykyP)!l% (k = 1,2,3), hence from the definition 
of p and I, P-*yqP has the block form 
This implies that (P-‘ylyP)(P-‘y~yP)(P-‘y3yP) = (P-‘y@)(P-*y3yP). Hence 
P-‘(ylyZy3Y)f = f-‘(y,y3y)P, i.e. yly2y3y = y,y,y. Thus, Xy = Uy1y32)y and this 
completes the proof, since 1 y2( > 0. 
(c) implies (a). This is clear. Cl 
Note ahat Theorem 1.3 generalizes, for subsemigroups of M,,(Q), the result: (a) 
implies (c). Mowever, Theorem 2.8 gives a better upper bound for the cardinality of 
S C.M#I). We also remark that this upper bound can be further improved. 
Indeed, by using a result in [lOIY p can be replaced in the above proof by 23m, which 
is smaller than R (m, 4,2), given by Theorem 2.4. 
3. On semigroups of matrices over a field 
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2. We need: 
Lemma 3.1. Let F be a field and S a finite semigroup of linear tran.sformaaisns on the 
vectorspace V = F”, such that the subgroups of S have cardinaiity at bmost g. Let W be 
a subspace of V, and let A, &, B2,. . ., B, be elements of S, such that VA = WBk = 
w for k = 1_2,...,g_ Then there exist 1 G i < j ,G g, such that ABIB l l l B, = 
AB* l **BiBj+l l **.Bp 
B-O&. Let T = (B E S : WB = W}. Clearly T is a subsemigroup of S. Now 
= W implies that B 1 W is invertible, thus y : T-, GL( W), given by By = 
is a morphism. Since T is finite, Ty is ia finite subgroup of GL( W), hence 
exists a subgroup G of T, such ihat Gy = Ty (see [3, Proposition 4.5, p. 681). 
Gl<g and there ‘exist l<i<jag, such that (Bl***Bi)y= 
* l l Bi)y, hence (Bi * l = Bg)y = (B I l l l B;Bj+l l l l Bg)y. The result follows from 
servation that for each B in T, AB = A (By). q 
iven k and g, Iet ah and & be defined recursively by 
+ + 1, and ,& = xycI, k i. Let j(n, k, g) = 63,. 
ut loss of generality we may assume that S is a monoicl, whose identity is 
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the identity matrix. We fix a basis of V = F”, and consider the elements of S as 
linear transformations on V. Let y : X* --) S be an epimorphism, where X * is the 
free monoid generated by a set X of cardinality k. We will prove by induction on h, 
that for every .< in S, if A has rank yt - h, then A?-’ contains a word of length at 
most cyh. Consequently S has at most ph elements of rank at least n - h. This 
establishes the theorem. 
For h = 0, the subset of invertible (rank n) elements of S form a subgroup G of S, 
hence 1 G 1 s g = PO. Since G is generated by the invertible elements of Xy, it is 
easy to see that for A in G, Ay-’ contains a word of length at most g = LYE. To see 
the induction step, let h > 0, let A E S have rank y1- h and let w be a shortest 
word in Ay-‘. Assumethat[wI>ah.Let Y={VB:BinShasrankn-h}.We 
first show that I Y I s k/3,,-, . Indeed, let B be a rank y1- h element of S and let 
21 E By-‘. Let v = vlxv2 be a factorization of v, such that x E X, and xv2 is the 
shortest nonempty terminal segment of v, for which xv2y has rank it - h. Then 
V(vy) C V(xv,y), and since vy and xv2y have the same rank, equality holds, i.e. 
v?/ and xv2y have the same image. Now, by the choice of xv2, g2 y has rank at least 
n - h + 1. It follows that I Y 16 kpe.+ Let now u be the shortest initial segment of 
ye, such that uy has rank y1 - h. From the choice of w and the induction hypothesis, 
(u/GM-ah_,. Since ICY and wy have the same rank, for every initial segment u’ of 
w, at least as long as u, u’y has rank yt - h. Now, 1 w f > cyh implies that w has at 
least cyh - ah-l = gk&, + 1 initial segments of rank it - h. Since tlhere are at most 
k&-1 images of rank n - h elements of S, there exists a dimension n - h subspace 
W of V and a factorization w = vovl l l l u~z++~, such that, for i = 0, 1, . . ., g, I Ui I > 0 
and V(V~ l l l vi?) = W. Thus, W(v,y) = W, for i ‘>O. By Lemma 3.1, there exist 
1~ i <j G g, such that (vov, l l l u&y = (uov, l l 9 tIiVj”l l l l u&, hence, there exists a 
word w’ in Ay-‘, sucn that 1 w’J < 1 w I. This contradiction establishes the 
theorem. Cl 
Note that Theorem 1.2 is best possible, in the sense that fixing any two of the 
parameters 8s = 2, k = 1 and g = 1 there exist finite semigroups of matrices over C, 
with unbounded cacdinality, satisfying those two parameters. However, it is likely 
that our upper bound f(n, k, g) can be significantly improved. 
s of matrices over the rationals 
The next two lemmas appear to be known, however, we could not find a 
reference to them. The proof of Lemma 4.2 has been suggested by ProfeSsor Irving 
Reiner. 
. ew exists a at for every matrix 
), if A is torsion, then A n = A n-t . 
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Proof. We denote by #& the cyclotomic polynomial of order d, and 4 is the Euler 
function. Let r(n) by: the least common multiple of {d E N : c&l) 6 n}, Since A is 
torsion, A * = AQ for some naturals j? <= 4. If mA is the *minimal polynomial of A, 
then mA 1 x*(x9-* - 1). Since x Q-p - 1 is a product of distinct cyclotomic polyno- 
mials, and these are irreducible over C?, it follows that mA = XV&~ l l l !Pdk, where 
d lt. + ., dk are distinct.-Since ?nA has degree at most n, and that of @& is d)(d), we 
have that mA 1 x “(x”“’ - I). Mence A ” = A n’+r? a 
Lemma 4.2. There exisfs a function s : N --) N, such that any fini&? subgroup G of 
GL(n, Q) has cardinality at most s(n). 
Proof, Consider the elements of G as matrices over the field C of complex 
numbers. First we show that if G. is abelian, then 1 G 1 s r(n)n. Indeed, it is 
well-known that a finite abelian subgroup of GL(n, C) is similar to a subgroup of 
diagonal matrices in GL(n,C). From LJemma 4.1, the nonnull entries in this 
diagonai form are m th roots of 1, with m ! r(n). The claim follows. Now, let G be a 
finite subgroup of GL(n, Q). By Jordan’s theorem [I, Theorem 36.13, p. 2581, there 
exists a function t(n), such that G contains an abelian normal subgroup of index at 
most t(n). Thus, letting s(n) = r(n)‘?(n), 1 G 1 s s(n). Cl 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Clearly, for a field F, any subgroup of M,(F) is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of GL(n, F). Thus, combining Theorem 1.2 and Lemma 4.2, if S is a 
finite subsemigroup of M,(Q), generated by k of its elements, then I S I s 
f (n, k s(n)3e G 
Note that Theorem 1.3 can not be extended to the field R of real numbers, since 
any cyclic group has a faithful representation of degree 2 over R. 
5, Applications to Automaton Theory 
In this section we follow the notation of Eilenberg [2]. In particular, given a finite 
alphabet 2 and a semiring K, a K-subset A of 2 * is a function A : 2 * --, K, and a 
K-2 automaton J$ = (Q., I, T’, E) consists of a finite set Q, a row vector 1 E K(*‘“‘), a 
column vector T E P”{” and a function E : C + KQXQ, where KQxQ is regarded 
as the multiplicative monoid of Q X Q matrices over K. The unique extension of E 
to a morphism is degoted by E *. The behavior 1 al 1 of & is a K-subset of C *, given 
I(sE*)T. A K-subset of C * is recognizable if it is the behavior of some 
aton. Whenever convenient, we Q with {I, 2,. . ., n} for some r2, 
is case we identify KQXQ with iven &, its monoid I& is the 
of ), generated by {O-E : o E Z}, i.e. ~={sE*:sE~*}.A 
t~maton & is trim if for every q in Q, there exists a path 
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c : po klcrl !/ -c ‘c-2 ‘(mum ----+p,---+p2..**~-p,“-l-pm 
such that &,#O# TPm, 4 =pi for some j and k&O for i = l,...,m. 
An N-subset ?. of Z * is bounded if there exists a natural p, such that sA s p for 
every s in 2 *. Recognizable bounded N-subsets of 2 * are introduced by Eilenberg 
121, and they have interesting properties, see for instance [2, Section VI, 11, p. 1531. 
Here we show that it is decidable whether the behavior of a given N-2 automaton is 
bounded. Note that given recognizable N-subsets 23 and C of Y, it is undecidable 
whether B 6 C [2, Theorem VI, 12.2, p. 1571. 
&mma 5.1. The behavior of a trim N-2 automaton is bounded i/f its monoid is finite. 
Proof. The if part is trivial. To see the only if part, let sdz = (8,1, a, E) be a trim 
N-2 automaton, such that 1 d f is bounded; i.e. s 1 d ] s p for so’me p and all s E ,C *. 
It is sufficient to show that (SE *)4:. G p for all s E C * and 9, r E Q. Indeed, assume 
that (SE”),, > p for some s, 4 and r. Since & is trim, there exist paths C, : q’+ q 
and C’2 : r + r’, scch that I$, T,t > 0 and 1 Cj I= kjsj with k-j > 0, for j = 1,2. Then 
s,ssJ .d ‘1 = 2 (Is!E *)t(sE *)rr+zE * 7’)~ 
r,r’EQ 
2 (Is,E *)q (SE *)&zE * T), 
2 (I,k)(xE *),r(kzL) > p, 
which is impossible. 0 
Corollary 5.2. It is decidable whether the behavior df a given N-2 automaton & is 
bounded. 
Proof. First one constructs a tr’ 1~ N-2 automaton &’ such that 1 d I= j ~$1. This 
can be done by standard methods, see for instance [Z, Section II, 4, p. 221. Now, by 
Lemma 5.1, it is sufficient to decide whether A&# is finite, which can be done, using 
Theorem 2.8.0 
Now we indicate how this result can be extended to arbitrar) subsemirings of Q, 
though the decision procedure in this case is much less elaborate, for lack of a 
convenient exknsion of Theorem 1.1, and also of Lemma 5.1. By using methods of 
Fliess and those of the Equality Theorem of Eilenberg and Schtitzenberger [2, 
Theorem VI, KS, p. 1431 one can prove the foilowing version of Theorem 2.1.1 in 
[4] (details catI be found in [S]). 
(Fliess). Let K be a (commutative) field, CaQ a K-4C automaton with m 
states abtd A = 1st I. The Hankel matrix of A is 5YA : C * x 2 * --3 K, given by 
(%A )W = VW/~ for v, w E 2 *. Then 
(a) XA has finite rank n G m. 
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(b) There exist words g,, . . l , g,, dl, l v *, d,, of length at most m, such tha+t he n by n 
matrix B, given 3y Bij = gid,A, is invertible. 
(c) There exists a <K-C automaton 93 with n states and behavior A, whose 
morphism E * is given by SE * = R-‘(s%‘), where s8?? is the n by n matrix, given by 
(s%‘)ij = gisd,si* 
The K-Z automaton referred to in (c) is called reduced, and has interesting 
properties. Its existence has been established by Schtitzenberger [8]. Note that the 
only improvement over the original version of Fliess, is that the matrix B is 
obtained from words of length at most m. This is essential in our case, since we need 
to construct the reduced automaton. 
Let K be a subsemiring of It is decidable whether the behavior of‘ a 
,qiven K-2 automaton & has finite image. 
By Theorem 5.3, we can effectively construct a reduced automaton 9, such 
SZ I= 193 I. Now, it is easy to see from (c), that 1 d 1 has finite image iff the 
monoid MEe of %3 is finite. But this can be decided, since by Theorem 1.2 and 
Lemma 4.2, A& is finite iff 1 Ma 1 s f(n, IZ 1, s(n)), and functions f and s can be 
computed. Cl 
Finally, we mention a related problem. Let be the semiring with support 
U (~1, where a @ b = n{a,b} and sob = a + b. In [9], a characterization of 
torsion elements of R/I, ) is given, which is similar to Lemma 2.6(b), and it is 
conjectured that every finitely generated torsion subsemigroup of M,,( 
This would answer positively a problem of Brzozowski: “Is it decidable whether, 
for a given recognizable subset A of C *, (A U (1))” = A * for some natural n ?” It 
is not clear whether the methods of Theorem 2.8 can be used in this case. 
earned that Gerard Jacob has inde en&ntly obtained some of the 
aper. His work can be found [11,12]. 
resenta:~on Theory of Finite Crorrps and Associntive Algebras 
achines, Vd. A. (Aca ark, : 974). 
(Academic Press, New York, 1976). 
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